Beavers Meet Kingsmen Saturday
As Final Event of Gala Alumni Day
Every Varsity Squad Will Be On Exhibition
By Mal London

Featuring performances by the thirteen Beaver squads and highlighting a match between CCNY’s national championship basketball team and the American Basketball League team of the Brooklyn Dodgers, Saturday’s programme will offer a wide variety of entertainment.

The rally will be held in the Bergh Student Center, and will begin at 12:30 noon. The rally is joint-sponsored by the Young Progressives, the Student Council, the Student Life Association, and the American Basketball League.

Student Council Will Discuss
Tremains and Student Aids

A familiar chest heard in campus hearings, "Boy could we use some money," is one of the common brotherhood whose completion of their college courses is in financial perplexity and who have the required scholastic average may apply to the Student Council for a Tremain scholarship.

The Tremain is usually $50 per semester and is disbursed through the private corporation which was established to the amount of $7,000. The Tremain scholarship award is made twice a year.

Student Life in Room 120 Main.

Social and Square Dancing
Two units are functioning.

Social dancing takes place in the Main Gym, while the square dance committee meets and practices from 3:30 to 11:30 p.m. on twelve consecutive Friday nights every term.

According to Prof. Terardi, the committee receives an appropriation of $25 to $50 per term from the school.

Fall Concerts

Both Schools Seek Season's
Initial Football Victory
Under Ebbets' Lights
By Art Rabino

A rivalry, which is slightly short of equalling those of Harvard-Princeton, Minnesota-Michigan, and Army-Navy, has been renewed this Saturday night at Ebbets Field, where the Brooklyn College-Kingsmen match punts and passes with the Beavers of City College.

This game, even though not of the caliber of an Army-Navy or Minnesota-Michigan, still sets an exciting feature, the equal of any college football contest in spirit and aggression.

An added incentive for winning this season, in the fact that as yet neither school has seen victory since October 6, 1948.

Friday Evening Dances
Draw Capacity Crowds

By Art Rabino

Drawing capacity crowds of 800 people, the Friday evening dances have become the biggest extra-curricular activity at the College, according to a statement by Prof. Thomas G. Terardi, chairman of the City College Dance Committee.

The popularity of the dances, he declared, may force a staggering of attendance with the demand for tickets to be valid for every other week instead of every week.

Because of space limitations

By Mark London
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Equal Rights for Women

Fortune tells us these many years, a lot of ideostics but useless talk about the achieving of equal rights for women has pervaded the campus. The questions of admittance to the College of Liberal Arts and of admittance to certain courses were mulled over—but that's as far as it went. Itd talk serves no purpose without direction. Can it be said that an organization dedicated solely to the achievement of equal rights for women has been organized on campus. While it does not yet carry with it the influence and prestige that it surely will carry in the days to come, it has shown that it will not forsake its struggle until the goals are realized. The students at the College have demonstrated that they are in favor of equal rights for women. We urge all those who have the courage of their convictions to join the organization, and help attain this worthy goal.

We also urge the Equal Rights organization to substantiate all the charges it has made about discrimination in the Tech School. We feel, that unsubstantiated charges will damage the organization's reputation.

We sincerely hope that this move is more than rear-guard opposition to equal rights for women. We hope that the Equal Rights organization will not create more opposition than it actually tects.

Manhattanville

Manhattanville has been turned over to the city. This does not mean that the College can take over tomorrow, or even for many days after that. The proper timing of events over campus and the day the first City College goes in is held on the other side of 138th Street. Still, it is nice to know that although the pot of gold is still far, far away, at least the rainbow is getting shorter.

On Leaflets

We are sorry to see that no positive action was taken by the SPCS minority question on the problem of illegal leaflets. We urge all those who have the courage of their convictions to join the organization, and help attain this worthy goal.

We also urge the Equal Rights organization to substantiate all the charges it has made about discrimination in the Tech School. We feel, that unsubstantiated charges will damage the organization's reputation.

We sincerely hope that this move is more than rear-guard opposition to equal rights for women. We hope that the Equal Rights organization will not create more opposition than it actually tects.

Manhattanville

Manhattanville moved a step closer yesterday with the announcement that the property has been turned over to the city. This does not mean that the College can take over tomorrow, or even for many days after that. The proper timing is held on the other side of 138th Street. Still, it is nice to know that although the pot of gold is still far, far away, at least the rainbow is getting shorter.

On Leaflets

There will be a football game at Ebbets Field Saturday night which will not attract national attention and will influence no football rankings. But it will be a game well worth watching.

A game like the City-Brooklyn struggle is perhaps the last refuge of amateur intercollegiate football in the country. Here are two teams, which, believe it or not, are actually unbeaten, unwhipped, and playing for glory in a rivalry dating back to 1932. As the ball rolls down the line of scrimmage, no game has the atmosphere or the buzz of the New Yorkers' game. The Garden is the place to be on Sunday mornings, that margin will have been decided and the Brooklyn eleven will be the proud owners of their first win of the season.

It looks like a real good game. Let's see there.

Letters

To the Editor:

Four editorial of October 28 brings YPA's political lights onto our eyes. A few were issued for a few years ago.

The record of the College administration is not nearly as pure as we have been led to believe. Instead of offering a protected opposition to the hypocrisy which is destroying academic freedom and intellectual rights on many campuses in the nation, this administration has shown that it is willing to defend the national and by loyalty and faithfulness of professors for their political beliefs and suspending all unpopular college groups that do not conform.

One point I want to make is that the "down-with-the-reds" speech made by Press Wright before Student Council recently does not subscribe to the hypocrisy that for political reasons YPA on this campus. It's hard to condemn an administration that has not yet given in to the tenor of the times.

Copy Editor: Howard L. Ross

We sincerely hope that the suspension of YPA's political activities will result in the removal of all unpopular college groups that do not conform. The charges of violation against the organization were as confused and smacking of frame-up that the Committee has a moral obligation to reverse itself. There can be no defense for the silencing of any political organization for the time being, and we hope this period that just happens to end on Election Day.

Net Haikalov

Soph Tickets

Tickets for the Soph ticket to be held on December 11 are rapidly disappearing in the most rash manner. Students in the College have to purchase the supply of tickets and have been fighting for them desperately low and completely without luck. They are asking for tickets and are asking for the supply of tickets for the Soph ticket to be held on December 11. It is now evident that no purchase will be able to get into the Soph ticket and make sure their tickets are sold.

Music Department takes care of the Soph ticket and achievements.

The Campus
Supervised’ Lover’s Lanes Will Cramp Badger Petting

By Marty Deutch

Always on the march Education may achieve the green cover that anticipated. Professor H. O. W. B. Gill of the U. Wisconsin, aucrowned his consists students to their very mores the other day, when he calmly proposed a plan for a “reasonably” supervised love lane.

Before you pack that Lavender carpet-bag and hop a quick jet to Madison, put down that Wisconsin Freshmen, Guide and listen. This sort of thing requires judgment and experienced analysis. The Professor advocates a “lovers’ paradise” along “Willow Road” on the shores of “Lake Mendota.” (Sounds fine, doesn’t it?) This lane should be reserved with “comfortable benches” where “responsible and mature” students could indulge in a “bit” of private romancing.

So stems a possible second large-scale movement west, let’s break down those euphemistic statements, word by word. What does this “reasonably supervised” mean? Anyone knows that anything which is reasonable to an instructor is bound to be unreasonable to the student, and lets face it: any supervision is unreasonable and forth with a lantern might prove rather forensome and safe to assume that all the lamp post bulbs would be stoned out of existence. And it was barely embarrassing for some of those bachelor Pros when patrol night rooms around. Who knows, some of them might even get into the act, if they don’t actually slip a
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It gives more for less throughout Only Chevrolet offers so many performance, comfort and safety features of highest-priced cars at the lowest prices and with such low cost of operation and maintenance, year after year.

And it looks longer, too Many Chevrolet are performing dependably after ten, fifteen or twenty years of service. That’s one reason why in 1953 more than a million more Chevrolets on the road than any other car.
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Beavers Meet B.C. At Ebbets Field

(Continued from Page One)

Brooklyn with an 11 game vic-

tery. However, there is no

Beavers will relieve all pains of

American football this season.

Seton Hall Pirates Next Foe For Underdog Soccermen

The Beaver Soccer team will meet the Seton Hall booters as part

of the Alumni Homecoming festivities this Saturday, at 2:00 p.m.

the University at the Inter-

national Soccer tournament held

in Brazil last year.

Pirates Won Last Year

Seton Hall defeated the Lavend-er

last year, 4-0. The Beavers, how-

ever, are up for this one and

that they won't be easy push-

Their strategy for this game

will be big Dave Cohn, who

waited at end in the '49 cam-

paign. Cohn, who bears consider-

able watching, might make things

difficult for the short Beaver playing

toughs.

Lavender Shows Improvement

Saying that the College has

shown improvement, seems like

a truism. At the end of a

rainbow, but in reality

there has been some definite signs of progress made in the team's play. Where at the beginning of the season the defense was prac-

tically non-existent, there now appears a strong unit up front.
The Beavers have not allowed two touchdowns in a

date during the past three contests. Credit for the forma-

Ftoution must be placed on the experi-

cence that has been gained by the members of the offensive line, who have played little or no col-

lege ball before this season. If the offensive line can keep up its

dormant attack, the long awaited Lavender victory may be forth-

coming this week.

Beavers Bow To NYU, 17-43 In X-Country

By Stan Finkelson

Running way out of their class, the Beaver cross-country team

lost to NYU, 17-43, Saturday at Van Cortland Park.

Coach Harold Bruce's timber-

land runners, previously unde-

eated in meets against the Long

Island schools, Rider, Adelphi, and Fordham, turned one of their best performances despite the exalted margin of victory.

Winning 1-2-3 was a normal occurrence for the Violet. Although the Beaver leader, Lou Carms-

panied across only fourth, Coach Bruce was satisfied with Car-

men's improvement time. It was

Equally satisfying to the Col-

lege's cross-country tutor was the

fact that his runners finished the race within 90 seconds of each other.

NYU's competent bunch of hill-and-dale-runners, who has bewe-

en Brother Francis and St. John's by led by Larry Ellis, Greedy MacKenzie and Sid Jacobson, ran the usual time 5-5

in the army run.

St. John's is the next College's opponent, on Saturday at Van Cortland Park. Loaded with experienced runners the Red

is in.